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AVANT-PROPOS

Unsre Institutionen taugen nichts mehr:
darüber ist man einmütig.
Aber das liegt nicht an ihnen, sondern an uns. |
Our institutions are of no good: we are unanimous about this.
But this is not due to them but to us.
Friedrich Nietzsche 1889 (*)

(*) Götzen-Dämmerung oder Wie man mit dem Hammer philosophiert. Streifzüge eines
Unzeitgemäßen 39. Kritische Studienausgabe 6, ed. Giorgio Colli & Mazzino Montinari, München: dtv
1980; my translation, K.S.
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I. AN ENQUIRY IN NINE STEPS
Basic Tenets:
Ethics has a fragile but stable status within TA (cf. Skorupinski &
Ott 2001: “difficult relationship”).
Technology governance (TG) comes as a new challenge for ethics
and its role in TA and TG respectively.
My ultimate claim is that ‘TG implies RRI implies ethics’.
Key Questions:
What does a TG conception of TA mean for ethics within TA?
Slippery slopes or old wine in new skins?
How is/can/should ethics be integrated in TG & RRI?
Methodology:
– ‘Practice-based conceptual analysis’ >> overcoming the
pragmatism vs. conceptual analysis divide

II. ON THE CONCEPTION & UNDERSTANDING OF ETHICS
In my talk I presuppose the conceptual claim that
— ‘ethics’ refers to an academic discipline offering an expertise
— which is both substantially and methodologically special in
kind (non-empirical value theory) and
— which, if ‘in application’ in TA, is concerned with a
comprehensive analysis of the evaluative (i. e. normative and
axiological) implications of some given, actual or
potential/prospective, socio-technological innovation.
This implies rejecting – for instance – the following views on an adequate
understanding of ethics:
‘Ethics’ is an eudaimonistic concept only concerned with an individual‘s
good & flourishing life (>> substantial scope too narrow)
‘Ethics’ is but a synonym for moral philosophy (>> disciplinary scope too
narrow if concern only for conflict resolution in interpersonal relations)
‘Ethical judgments’ are mere expressions of (emotions of) approval and
rejection (>> non-cognitivist stance >> denial of (possibility of) expertise)
…

III. ON ETHICS WITHIN TA
— TA can be termed an ‘upstream approach’ that, classically, reaches from
research and development to implementation (linear model).
A given actual or
potential sociotechnological system,
process or device

TA as an
anticipation of (the
implications and
consequences of)
implementation

Ethics within TA as a special
enquiry on relevant
axiological and normative
questions – empirically
informed however not an
empirical approach!

— TA’s focus is to analyse, foresee, enlighten, clarify, etc. the actual or
potential effects of a socio-technological innovation – whether they be
risks and side-effects or sufficiently foreseeable reactions by different
groups of stakeholders.
— ‘Ethics in TA’ is concerned with the axiological implications and the
normative acceptability (justifiability) of, e.g., uncertain or certain risks.
— Enquiry into potential public acceptance is part of the fact-finding on
side-effects (>> but does, strictly speaking, not belong to ‘ethics in TA’!)

IV. ON TECHNOLOGY GOVERNANCE
— TG is an integrating, informal, and (in some sense) systemic
approach: The point of departure is from the interplay of
different social actors (including institutional actors) and their
attitudes, proactive stances and reactions to possible challenges
from innovation processes.
— TG can be described as an ‘ecological or network model’ that
considers interdependencies of actors and processes following a
non-linear model.
— TG is based on multi-level cooperation &
coordination, both horizontally & vertically.
— TG is associated with a normative & a descriptive
perspective: better governance vs. analytical tool.
— Cf. Bröchler (2010,70): “erstens […] normativer Begriff […],
der besseres Regieren im Bereich der Technikpolitik verspricht.
[…] zweitens die analytische Verwendung […]”

V. TG AS A NEW PARADIGM? A CHALLENGE FOR ETHICS?
— TG poses a new challenge to ethics, i. e. ‘ethics within TA’.
— TG is, in my view, NOT a new paradigm but shifts the focus
— from risk assessment & reflection on the normative foundations of the
development & implementation of socio-technological innovations
— to the potential (intuitive) moral responses by various individual and
institutional actors (identified as relevant from a TG perspective).

— Factually, ethics (academic ethics, ethics within TA) is but one
actor in this multitude.
— Even if ‘ethics within TA’ conceives of itself as rational expertise
conducive to judgments of a high epistemic quality & for which
reasons & justifications may be given, its voice is more likely to be
ignored in a TG than in a traditional TA context.
— Example: Reassessment of the role of emotions & (putatively
irrational) concerns in risk perception & analysis as, e.g., in the debate
on genetically modified organisms (GMO) …

A RECENT EXAMPLE: GM MOSQUITOES TO FIGHT DENGUE

http://www.thehastingscenter.org/Bioethicsforum/Post.aspx?id=7295&blogid=140; Feb 20, 2015

VI. IMPLICATIONS I: MORALIZATION OF POLITICS?
— Grunwald (2013) has examined the fundamental, but often
confused, difference in distinguishing “Ethisierung” and
“Moralisierung” (roughly: reflective ethical knowledge vs.
individual pre-reflective moral intuitions).
— TG runs the factual risk of further ‘moralization of politics’ and
‘politicization of ethics’ (cf. Briggle 2009).
 slippery slope argument  evidence?
— However, what ethics within TA aims at is, to put it in Grunwald’s
terms, ‘ethical education’ or even – with all its connotations –
‘ethical enlightenment’ (“ethische Aufklärung”; 2013, 243).
 how can this (perceived and further on predicted)
cleavage between ethics within TA and TG be overcome?

E.G.: ETHICS COMMISSION FOR A SAFE ENERGY SUPPLY

http://www.bundesregierung.de/ContentArchiv/DE/Archiv17/_Anlagen/2011/05/2011-0530-abschlussbericht-ethikkommission_en.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2; Feb 24, 2015

AN EXAMPLE OF MORALIZATION?

http://www.sueddeutsche.de/wissen/atomkatastrophe-in-fukushima-ein-biblisches-gebot1.1080890; Feb 24, 2015

VII. IMPLICATIONS II: POLITICIZATION OF ETHICS?
— The evaluative (i.e. normative and axiological) dimensions taken
into account from an ethical point of view may be lost in
adopting an extreme TG perspective in which academic or
professional ethics is but one actor among many.  Why?
— Framing effects are of serious significance in a TG perspective.
— Since there is no external Archimedean point, one cannot even say
that framing effects distort technology regulation.
— As is well known, framing is important, e.g., in risk perception.
— But there is framing in the most general sense in determining what
counts as relevant (agenda-setting).
— Cf. Torgersen, Bogner & Kastenhofer 2013. The Power of Framing in
Technology Governance: The Case of Biotechnologies (ITA-manu:script 13-01).

 tacit discursive framing

DOES POLITIZATION MEAN FURTHER ETHICIZATION?
— To complete the conceptual hodgepodge: Does this result in a
further ‘ethicization of technology conflicts’ (Bogner 2011)?
This is an open question.
— Even more in an informal TG than in a traditional TA perspective:
— it is contingent upon the progress/success of the politicization
process.
— The place of ethics in TG thus seems less stable than in traditional TA.

— Reactions or stances to adopt by professional ‘ethics’?
—
—
—
—

Assume this role and become pro-active in policy counselling?
A plausible consequence = politicization of ethics advice
Is politicization a good idea? intentional? practically necessary?
Cf. Briggle, Adam (2009): The Kass Council and the Politicization of
Ethics Advice. Social Studies of Science 39, 309-326.

VIII. RESPONSIBLE RESEARCH & INNOVATION (RRI)
— Cf. the guiding question of this panel:
— “How can Technology Governance enhance the performance of
Technology Assessment in order to contribute to the concept of
Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI)”?
— The semantics & implicit normative foundations of RRI need to
be clarified first.
— Prima facie working hypothesis:
— A governance approach allows for participation AND
accountability of different actors in research & innovation.
— This is just what RRI normatively aims at.
— “Responsible Research and Innovation is a transparent, interactive
process by which societal actors and innovators become mutually
responsive to each other with a view on the (ethical) acceptability,
sustainability and societal desirability of the innovation process and
its marketable products (in order to allow a proper embedding of
scientific and technological advances in our society).”
(von Schomberg 2011, 11)

IX. THE INTEGRATION OF ETHICS IN(TO) RRI
— How about the explanatory power of a multi-layered approach ?
— Macrolevel: TG as a model of (self-)regulating innovation, etc.
— Mesolevel: Responsible Research & Innovation (RRI) as the most
adequate (?) option to put into practice TG
— Microlevel: Prospective discernment, assessment and evaluation of
possible outcomes, risks and side effects of socio-technological
innovations (= ‘ethics within TA’)

— Ethics is thus still at the core of what needs to be undertaken
when RRI is aimed at – even in an informal, non-linear
technology governance model.
— Hence (A): TG is in a specific sense implemented by RRI.
— Further (B): RRI is in a specific sense reliant on ‘ethics within TA’.
— So that (C): TG implies RRI implies ethics (= ‘ethics within TA’).

— But: this is a normative argument, not a factual description.

X. CONCLUSION & OPEN QUESTIONS
— Does ‘ethics within TA’ aim at TG?  open question
— This would be the latest and most recent turn even from the upstream
perspective of ethics.
— Ultimately, one can claim that there has always been some tacit
presupposition that ‘ethical TA’ must become operative in the political
sphere.
— Cf. Palm & Hansson 2006:The case for ethical TA (eTA). Technological
Forecasting & Social Change 73, 543-558.

— This implies a position on TG even avant la lettre.
— The ‘Politicization of Ethics’ seems unavoidable according to this
position. (>> in both a normative & a descriptive sense)
— Open questions: ethical problems of ‘governance’ in general:
power relations & accountability of (public & private) actors
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